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Abstract We study 3-jet event topologies in proton-proton
collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV in a

configuration, where one jet is present in the central pseudo-
rapidity region (|η| < 2.0) while two other jets are in a more
forward (same hemisphere) area (|η| > 2.0). We compare
various parton level predictions using: collinear factorisation,
kT-factorisation with fully off-shell matrix elements and the
hybrid framework. We study the influence of different par-
ton distribution functions, initial state radiation, final state
radiation, and hadronisation. We focus on differential cross
sections as a function of azimuthal angle difference between
the leading dijet system and the third jet, which is found to
have excellent sensitivity to the physical effects under study.

1 Introduction

Thanks to the hadron–parton duality, jet production processes
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are the best tools to
study perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) (for a
review see [1]). The relation between experimental observ-
ables and the QCD degrees of freedom is, however, highly
nontrivial: due to colour confinement, the partonic content of
hadrons is unknown from first principles, while asymptotic
freedom of quarks and gluons allows to study many aspects of
hadronic physics perturbatively [2]. So-called factorisation
theorems make this relation formal and allow for a systematic
approach. In the case of some of the simplest observables, like
hadron structure functions or the cross section for inclusive
production of very energetic jets, a suitable, well established
formalism is provided by the so-called collinear factorisation
theorem (for a review see [2]). Using it, the cross sections for
sufficiently inclusive processes can be calculated in terms of
collinear Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) and pertur-
bative on-shell amplitudes for the scattering of quarks and
gluons. Less inclusive observables, or processes involving
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multiple large scales, however, require different formalisms
utilising various all-order resummations of potentially large
logarithms. At the LHC, many jet observables are subject to
resummation and other corrections reaching beyond collinear
factorisation (e.g. multiple partonic interactions). Among
other reasons, this is due to the overall very large centre-of-
mass energy, as well as the ability to measure small jet trans-
verse momenta, pT, with good resolution. In addition, good
jet reconstruction capabilities allow to measure the azimuthal
angle between jets, which is sensitive to soft gluon emissions
and to the transverse momentum of partons inside hadrons.
In this paper we will focus on such observables, as a sensitive
probe of parton dynamics.

A formal theoretical framework dealing with parton trans-
verse momenta, kT, to leading power accuracy is the Trans-
verse Momentum Dependent (TMD) factorisation theorem
[2,3] (for recent applications see [4–6]), which however
holds to all-orders only for processes with a total of at most
two hadrons in the initial or final state. There are less strict
formalisms (working to leading logarithmic accuracy) like
soft gluon resummation or kT-factorisation (also called High
Energy Factorisation (HEF)), [7,8]. The latter is suitable for
collisions with very large centre-of-mass energy and takes
into account power corrections. On the phenomenology side,
general purpose Monte Carlo generators, like Pythia[9,10],
Herwig[11,12], and Sherpa[13] use collinear factorisation
in combination with parton showers to generate partons with
non-zero kT.

This variety of approaches with different realisations of
potentially similar mechanisms calls for a detailed compar-
ison and validation, as well as confrontation with experi-
mental data. In this paper we investigate the kT-factorisation
approach, as well as collinear factorisation supplemented
with parton showers, in the context of trijet production pro-
cesses. The case of dijet production was addressed in [14].
In that paper, it has been studied to what extend calcula-
tions using unintegrated parton densities with off-shell matrix
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elements result in similar predictions as including higher
order contributions in collinear calculations. It turned out
that including initial state TMD parton showers together with
conventional final state parton showers gave a remarkably
good description of the measurements. In the present paper
we ask different questions. Trijet events, being less inclusive
than dijet events, are interesting to investigate the sensitiv-
ity to Sudakov resummation and to explore to what extend
matrix elements with lower multiplicity supplemented with
parton showers can mimic the predictions obtained with
higher multiplicity matrix elements. As we shall show, the
azimuthal angle distribution between the two leading jets and
a third jet is very sensitive to the underlying models, having
thus the discriminating power needed to address the ques-
tions above.

This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we review kT-
factorisation in the context of trijet production. In Sect. 3 we
describe the kinematic setup and Monte Carlo event genera-
tor programs used in our calculations. Sects. 4–6 are devoted
to a detailed study of the influence of various aspects of the
calculations: parton-level, hadron-level and the multiplicity
of the hard process. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes with a sum-
mary.

2 Theoretical framework

The kT-factorisation formula applied to the case of inclusive
trijet production at leading order reads:

σpp→3jet+X

=
∑

i, j

∫
dx1

x1

dx2

x2
d2kT1 d

2kT2 Fi (x1, |�kT1|, μF)F j (x2, |�kT2|, μF)

× 1

2ŝ

∫ 3∏

l=1

d3kl
(2π)32El

�3jet ({kl })
∣∣M(i∗, j∗ → {kl })

∣∣2

×(2π)4δ(4)

⎛

⎝
2∑

m=1

(xm Pm + kT m) −
3∑

l=1

kl

⎞

⎠ . (1)

Here Fi (x, kT, μF) is an unintegrated PDF (also called
sometimes transverse momentum dependent PDF) for a type
of parton i . Similarly as in collinear factorisation, it depends
on the longitudinal fraction x of the hadron momentum P
carried by the parton, but here a new degree of freedom
appears – the magnitude of the parton transverse momen-
tum kT, i.e. the momentum perpendicular to the collision
axis (P · kT = 0). Originally, the unintegrated PDFs did not
depend on the factorisation scale μF [15,16], as they were
applied to inclusive charm quark production [8]. However, if
we want to apply this formalism to jets, where μF is of the
order of the rather large average transverse momentum of jets
pT, we need to include an evolution in μF. This is achieved

by means of the Sudakov form factor which is the kernel of
the DGLAP evolution. Its exact form used on the top of the
kT-dependent gluon densities following ideas developed in
[17–19] assumes the following form

Ts(μ
2
F, k2

T)

= exp

(
−

∫ μ2
F

k2
T

dk′2
T

k′2
T

αs(k′2)
2π

∑

a′

∫ 1−�

0
dz′Pa′a(z

′)
)

(2)

where � = μF
μF+kT

and Pa′a is a splitting function with sub-
scripts a′a specifying the type of transition. In the gg chan-
nel one multiplies Pgg(z) by z [17,20]. In the equation above
the μF introduces a hard scale dependence and is linked to
the hard process. Effectively, the above Sudakov form factor
provides resummation of logs of |kT|/μF. The next essen-
tial component of formula (1) consists of the off-shell gauge
invariant amplitudes M(i∗, j∗ → {kl}) for scattering of off-
shell partons i∗, j∗ to produce a three-parton final state. The
methods to calculate such processes in a gauge invariant way
were developed in [21–25]. The �3jet function is the jet algo-
rithm function that prevents entering singular regions of the
phase space and provides kinematic cuts.

The factorisation formula for trijet case (1) is valid when
x1 and x2 are not too large and not too small (for in dijet case
in this region see [18,19,26,27]) – in the latter case, com-
plications arise due to very large gluon densities leading to
saturation and nonlinear evolution equations [28–33]. Since
our study is limited to central and mid rapidity for at least
one parton, we avoid the saturation regime. In our investi-
gations we will also use the hybrid HEF formalism [34,35].
This framework is relevant when x1 � x2, which allows
to replace the unintegrated PDF for the large x parton by
the collinear one, formally, by integrating it over kT. In this
approach, trijet calculations have been done previously in
[36], albeit only considering gluons as initial-state off-shell
partons.

3 Kinematics and Monte Carlo event generator setup

In this paper we will use the parton-level event generator
KaTie[37] to obtain numerical values for hard scattering
matrix elements. In case of on-shell kinematics the out-
put is propagated to Pythia8 to add initial state radiation
(ISR), final state radiation (FSR), multiple partonic interac-
tions (MPI), and hadronisation effects. For the full off-shell
matrix element configurations the output of KaTie is propa-
gated to Cascade3 [38] to add ISR, FSR, and hadronisation.

In all samples, the anti-kT algorithm [39] with distance
parameter R = 0.4 is used to cluster particles into jets with
pT > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 4.7. We further
require to have one jet present in the central pseudorapidity
region (|ηc| < 2.0), and two other jets in a more forward
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area (|ηf1,f2| > 2.0) with both in the same pseudorapidity
hemisphere (ηf1 ·ηf2 > 0). Finally, the leading jet is required
to have pT > 35 GeV.

Five processes are included in the 2 → 3 matrix ele-
ment calculations: gg → ggg, gg → gqq̄ , qg → ggq,
qg → qqq̄ , and qg → qq ′q̄ ′, with q and q ′ representing
quarks of a different flavour. These calculations are compared
to predictions obtained by using 2 → 2 hard scattering pro-
cesses complemented with parton showers to account for the
third jet. In that case we consider the gg → gg, gg → qq̄ ,
and qg → qg subprocesses. The renormalisation and fac-
torisation scales are set to HT/2, with HT the scalar sum of
all jet transverse momenta. Note that during the generation
of the samples a lower pT threshold on the produced partons
is used to allow for migration effects.

Various PDF sets are used: CT10NLO obtained from
LHAPDF6 [40], and MRW-CT10NLO [14,20]1 and PB-
NLO-HERAI+II-2018-set2 [45,46] from TMDlib [47]. The
latter unintegrated PDF enables us to study ISR effects in
the HEF framework, as it can be used in Cascade3 to pro-
duce a full flavour unintegrated parton density based parton
shower evolution. While applying the hybrid framework for
the matrix element calculations, a linear and nonlinear ver-
sion of the unintegrated Kutak–Sapeta (KS) PDFs is used
[19]. These PDFs however only contain gluon information,
and can thus not be used to produce a full flavour parton
shower evolution. We will therefore only include these PDFs
during our parton level studies, in which the hybrid frame-
work implies that the initial gluon is taken to have off-shell
kinematics, while the other initial parton has on-shell kine-
matics and uses the collinear CT10NLO PDF. This will also
allow us to estimate whether we can safely neglect nonlinear
effects and continue with gluon densities obtained from linear
evolution equations. An additional variant of the KS PDFs
(called KShardscale-lin and KShardscale-nonlin) is available
where also Sudakov resummation is taken into account [48].
As mentioned before, the Sudakov resummation is needed
since there is an ordering in the hard scale μF and the imbal-
anced kT of initial state partons. The Sudakov form factor that
we use is essentially valid in the region where μF is larger
than the transverse momentum of the incoming gluon. The
construction of the KShardscale unintegrated gluon density
includes a θ function separating the two regions. The detailed
formula can be found in [18]. The formula for the resulting
gluon density dependent on kT, x , μF can be found in [48]. It
has been recently observed that, even in the kT-factorisation
approach, the Sudakov form factor a gives rather large con-
tribution to azimuthal angle related final state observables
[18,49,50].

1 See the discussion on some subtleties of MRW type of unintegrated
parton densities [41–44].

4 Parton level predictions

We first compare the parton level predictions of the KS PDFs
in the hybrid framework. Figure 1 shows the azimuthal angle
difference, �φdijet, between the leading dijet system and the
third jet, for both the linear and nonlinear PDFs with and
without Sudakov resummation. The left figure (a) shows the
absolute cross section predictions, while the right figure (b)
illustrates the differences in shape by showing normalised
distributions. These latter distributions are useful since it is
known that the standard kT-factorisation formula misses con-
tributions from multiple partonic interactions, which mainly
affect the normalisation. A dedicated study of these correc-
tions has been done in [51,52]. In another recent study [53]
it has been demonstrated that kT-factorisation gives a good
description of data when applied to purely colourless final
states. The main difference observed is that the KS PDFs
with Sudakov resummation result in a more flat shape of
the spectrum with respect to the versions without it. The
cross section becomes higher in the tail of the distribution
towards �φdijet = 0, and is less peaked at �φdijet = π .
This happens because the Sudakov factor enhances contri-
butions with larger incoming kT, while the total cross section
is roughly preserved. It thus suppresses strongest the configu-
ration where the dijet system is balanced by the third jet, and
it enhances the configuration where the angle between the
considered final states is moderate. In addition we see, espe-
cially in Fig. 1b, that there is no major difference between
results based on linear and nonlinear PDFs for this observ-
able and event topology. Therefore, this particular observable
in the considered phase space is not sensitive to saturation
effects and we can safely continue with the complete study.

We can then extend the comparison by also includ-
ing predictions obtained with the hybrid framework using
the MRW-CT10nlo and PB-NLO-HERAI+II-2018-set2 full
flavour PDFs. For the latter PDF we also include a prediction
in which both initial partons have off-shell kinematics. Fig-
ures 2a and 3a show that the overall cross section is higher
for the MRW-CT10nlo and PB-NLO-HERAI+II-2018-set2
PDFs compared to the KS PDFs used before. The reason for
this is that KS PDFs were fitted with restriction to the low-x
data only while the other PDFs are valid in larger domain of
x . In addition, there is a difference between the hybrid and
off-shell calculations using the same PB-NLO-HERAI+II-
2018-set2 PDF: Figure 2b shows that the full off-shell curve
is less peaked at �φdijet = π . A nearly back-to-back con-
figuration between the leading dijet system and third jet is
less probable when two off-shell partons collide since the
additional kT from the second unintegrated PDF increases
the available phase space and allows for more decorrelation.
From this we conclude that the �φdijet observable has an
excellent sensitivity to test both the applicability of the fac-
torisation framework in a particular region of phase space, as
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Fig. 1 Comparison of 2 → 3 parton level predictions using the hybrid framework with KS PDFs with (black lines) and without (green lines)
Sudakov resummation. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions (b)
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Fig. 2 Comparison of different 2 → 3 parton level predictions using both hybrid and full off-shell calculations. With KS PDFs including Sudakov
resummation. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions (b)

well as to test and perhaps further constrain the PDFs used
in the calculations.

5 Effects of parton showers and hadronisation

In this section we will investigate how the behaviour of the
�φdijet observable changes when parton showers and hadro-
nisation are added to the 2 → 3 process event generation.
We do this for both the hybrid configuration and the full off-
shell initial kinematics. To enable a consistent application of
the PDF with parton shower effects, we use the PB-NLO-
HERAI+II-2018-set2 parton branching unintegrated PDF.
Figure 4 shows the results for the hybrid formalism calcula-
tions (called later hybrid framework), and Fig. 5 for the full

off-shell configuration. The starting curve (solid line) shown
in the figure represents the parton level results, and subse-
quently initial state radiation (short dashed line), final state
radiation (long dashed line), and hadronisation (dash-dotted
line) are added on top.

The first observation that one can make is that there is
basically no difference when adding ISR. This shows that
the unintegrated parton density is consistent with initial state
radiation, and one does not have to adjust kinematics in order
to describe the final state. The convolution of a 2 → 3 matrix
element with an unintegrated parton density thus accounts
for the bulk of kinematic effects. The second observation is
that the situation changes when including final state radia-
tion: the �φdijet distribution becomes less peaked, indicating
an increased imbalance in the trijet system. This could be
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Fig. 3 Comparison of different 2 → 3 parton level predictions using both hybrid and full off-shell calculations. With KS PDFs without Sudakov
resummation. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions (b)
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Fig. 4 Hybrid formalism predictions at parton level for 2 → 3 processes with subsequently adding ISR, FSR, and hadronisation. The PB-NLO-
HERAI+II-2018-set2 PDF is used for all predictions. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions (b)

due to the radiation of partons outside the jet cone. Hadro-
nisation, finally, results in an overall constant decrease of
the cross section because the jet pT is lowered and falls
below the imposed thresholds. In particular, Figs. 4b and
5b show the normalised predictions and confirm the afore-
mentioned behaviour: only final state radiation causes a sig-
nificant change in shape. These conclusions are both valid
for the hybrid and full off-shell configurations.

6 Effects of matrix element parton multiplicity

In the previous sections, hard matrix elements for 2 → 3 pro-
cesses were considered. In this section, we will additionally
investigate 2 → 2 processes contributing to trijet final states,

with one jet expected to come from the parton shower. The
goal of this study is to determine in which region of the phase
space one can approximate the full matrix element using a
parton shower.

Figure 6 shows the different configurations for on-shell
calculations with the collinear CT10NLO PDF. The dashed
lines present the results when only initial state radiation is
included, while the solid lines show the results when also
final state radiation and hadronisation are included. The black
(blue) lines show the 2 → 3 (2 → 2) processes. One can see
that when there are only 2 partons in the final state the �φdijet

distribution is more peaked, indicating a smaller imbalance
when one jet needs to come from the parton shower.

Figure 7 shows the same content but with off-shell cal-
culations using the parton branching unintegrated PDF. In
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Fig. 5 Full off-shell predictions at parton level for 2 → 3 processes with subsequently adding ISR, FSR, and hadronisation. The PB-NLO-
HERAI+II-2018-set2 PDF is used for all predictions. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions (b)
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Fig. 6 On-shell predictions with the CT10NLO PDF with initial state
radiation included (dashed lines), and at hadron level (solid lines) for
both 2 → 2 (blue lines) and 2 → 3 (black lines) matrix element calcula-

tions. Shown in absolute cross sections (a) and normalised distributions
(b). The bottom panel shows the ratio of the 2 → 3 over 2 → 2 pre-
dictions to illustrate the change in cross section

this case a larger difference in cross section between the
2 → 3 and 2 → 2 processes is visible (shown clearly in
the ratio panels of Figs. 6a and 7a). The cross section of the
latter configuration is significantly lower, and the effect of
adding final state radiation and hadronisation leads to a sim-
ilar result with only a small difference towards �φdijet = π .
This is in contrast to the 2 → 3 processes where adding FSR
and hadronisation effects clearly lower the cross section. The
lower cross section of the 2 → 2 processes could imply that

the pT of the jets generated in the initial state parton shower
is on average too low to pass the analysis cuts. Depending on
how these curves would describe a measurement with data,
it might thus be needed to further fine tune ISR within the
parton branching method.

As a result, the �φdijet of this particular 3-jet event topol-
ogy is ideal to study the performance of different types of
parton showers, and a measurement can help to constrain the
expected jet cross sections.
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Fig. 7 Full off-shell predictions with the PB-NLO-HERAI+II-2018-
set2 PDF, with initial state radiation included (dashed lines), and at
hadron level (solid lines) for both 2 → 2 (blue lines) and 2 → 3 (black
lines) matrix element calculations. Shown in absolute cross sections (a)

and normalised distributions (b). The bottom panel shows the ratio of
the 2 → 3 over 2 → 2 predictions to illustrate the change in cross
section

7 Conclusions

In this paper we studied 3-jet production in proton-proton
collisions at an LHC energy of

√
s = 13 TeV. As a theoreti-

cal tool we used kT-factorisation and the hybrid framework
implemented in Monte Carlo event generators: KaTie for
the matrix element generation and Cascade for the parton
shower development. The proposed final state, i.e. three jets
in a central-forward configuration, and the �φdijet observ-
able that describes the azimuthal angle difference between
the leading dijet system and the third jet are ideal to study
the performance of different collinear and unintegrated PDFs
with on-shell, hybrid formalism, or off-shell calculations. It
is furthermore well suited to study the effects of parton show-
ers.

It is confirmed that the topology is not sensitive to non-
linear gluon density effects, and it is shown that there is a
large difference between predictions of 2 → 3 and 2 → 2
processes at hadron level when two initial off-shell partons
are used in the calculations. Finally, it is also confirmed that
the discriminating power of the �φdijet observable remains
after including parton showers and hadronisation, i.e. after
taking non-perturbative corrections into account.

A measurement of the discussed 3-jet event topology in
proton-proton collisions data at a centre-of-mass energy of√
s = 13 TeV can thus yield important information to improve

the current available theoretical frameworks.
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